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LETTERS TO THE CHURCHES
Study by Roger

John,
To the seven churches in the province of Asia:
Grace and peace to you from him who is, and who was, and who is to come,
and from the seven spirits before his throne, and from Jesus Christ, who is
the faithful witness, the firstborn from the dead, and the ruler of the kings of
the earth.
To him who loves us and has freed us from our sins by his blood, and has
made us to be a kingdom and priests to serve his God and Father—to him be
glory and power for ever and ever! Amen. (Revelation 1:4-6)

When we look at the book of Revelation we see something quite different, in
fact there is nothing in the New Testament quite like it. Not only is it
different it is notoriously difficult for the modern mind to understand. Yet it
was written for ordinary believers for a practical purpose in a particular
setting and time.
The result is that it has sometimes been abandoned as being unintelligible or
it has sometimes become the playground of religious eccentrics, who use it
to map out celestial time-tables of what is to come or find in it evidence for
their own eccentricities.

Revelation falls into a genre
of apocalyptic literature that
was common between the
Old and New Testament. We
should not confuse prophets
and apocalyptists, they are
quite different in two ways:
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1. The prophet thought in terms of this present age. His message was
often a cry for social, economic and political justice, and was always a
summons to obey and serve God in this present world. In this sense the
prophet is an optimist in that however stern the warning, if men would
accept the will of God things could be mended.
Whereas, the apocalyptist is in one sense a pessimist for he believed that
things could never get better. True he believed that the golden age
would come but only after this world had been destroyed.
2. The prophet's message was spoken; the message of the apocalyptists
was always written. Apocalyptic writing is literary production. Had it
have been given by word of mouth, men would never have understood
it.

Therefore as we seek to dig deeper into the individual letters to Ephesus,
Smyrna, Pergamum, Thyatira, Sardis, Philadelphia, and Laodicea, we
must be careful not to read this book either literally or prophetically or
legalistically but to see it as part of the genre from which it comes.
Some believe that the seven churches, seven being a perfect number,
represented or symbolised the universal church, and that every local
church and Christian could learn something from each of the letters.
There is a lovely phrase in each letter "Let him who has an ear hear
what the Spirit is saying to the Churches" suggesting that there is
something we can discover and apply for the church today, in the twenty
first century. So as we look at each letter let us ask ourselves what can
we learn? What is Jesus looking for in his Church?
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Week 1 - JESUS IS LOOKING FOR LOVE IN HIS CHURCH
“I know what you do, how hard you work and
never give up. I know that you don’t accept evil
people. You have tested those who say they are
apostles but are not. You found that they are liars.
You never stop trying. You have endured troubles
for my name and have not given up.
“But I have this against you: You have left the
love you had in the beginning. So remember where
you were before you fell. Change your hearts and
do what you did at first. If you don’t change, I will
come to you and remove your lampstand from its
place." (to the church in Ephesus, Revelation 2:25 ERV)

In the New Testament the Greek word translated
as wisdom is sophia. It is ref. 4678 in Strong’s concordance, and used 51 times in the New Testament. The word has a breadth of meaning,
including:
·
·
·

Broad and full of intelligence; used of the
knowledge of very diverse matters
The wisdom which belongs to men
Specially the varied knowledge of things human
and divine, acquired by acuteness and experience, and summed up in maxims and proverbs
4

My Notes

Jesus is first and foremost looking for love in his church. A church without
love is a church that is heartless. Our verse says that Ephesus left the love
it had in the beginning: some versions speak of abandoning or losing its
first love. We may well say how can this happen?
The truth is we all at times leave love out of kingdom life. We get so busy
with the things of life, we are too busy with doing there is no place for
loving and appreciating Jesus. What do you think are the 5 most important
signs that a church has lost its first love?
1.
......................................................................................
2.
.......................................................................................
3.
........................................................................................
4.
........................................................................................
5.
.......................................................................................
If I had to suggest 5 signs I would say, they are:
1. The ritual of doing church replaces the personal in both prayer and
worship.
2. The business and organisation of the church becomes more important
than an individual's needs and care.
3. People do not openly display their appreciation and love for one
another.
4. The church is not loving and accepting of everyone.
5. The church judges people using criteria they attribute to the bible.
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We know the two greatest commandments
(Matthew 22:34-40) but John suggested the true
test of loving God in the first letter of John 4:20.
"Whoever claims to love God yet hates a brother
or sister is a liar. For whoever does not love their
brother and sister, whom they have seen, cannot
love God, whom they have not seen."
Someone once said a true child of God will, as a
matter of course, love other children of God.
Besides, if love is really in our hearts, it will
gladly seize upon those around us, to fulfil its duty
and through fulfilling this duty give glory to God.
It is the duty of those who love God to love
others.

Agape love is not passion with its ebb and
flow, nor is it an easy-going and indulgent
sentimentalism. Agape love is undefeatable,
unconditional, unconquerable goodwill; it is
the attitude towards others which, no matter
what they do, will always seek their highest
good. Agape love for others is the authentic
sign that we love God.
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Remember Take a time out to remember to pray and to
consider before God the passion and energy you once
had, to share the gospel, the excitement you felt at
reading the bible, the joy of extravagant worship.
Remember your highs with God and compare your
present position.
Repent Change your hearts
The prayer of saying sorry can be a deepening
experience. Whenever you take communion ask the
Holy Spirit to show you when you have been less than
you could be for God or to your neighbour or where you
have failed in your duty of love, and say sorry.
Re-instate do what you did at first
Just saying sorry is not enough, we have to change our
behaviour as well; this is called the fruit of repentance.
This changed behaviour is essential to our deepening
relationship with God and our personal growth as a
Christian and as a church.
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WEEK 2: JESUS IS LOOKING FOR
FAITHFULNESS IN HIS CHURCH
This week we are looking at the letter to the church in
Smyrna and the letter to the church in Pergamum. It is
a good exercise to compare the two churches and see
the persecution both churches suffered, their
perseverance against incredible odds and the power
they had to change things.
Smyrna
“I know your troubles, and I know that you are poor,
but really you are rich! I know the insults you have
suffered from people who say they are Jews. But they
are not true Jews. They are a group that belongs to
Satan. 10 Don’t be afraid of what will happen to you. I
tell you, the devil will put some of you in prison. He
will do this to test you. You will suffer for ten days,
but be faithful, even if you have to die. If you continue
to be faithful, I will give you the reward of life.
(Revelation 2:9-10)
Pergamum
14 “But I have a few things against you. You have
people there who follow the teaching of Balaam.
Balaam taught Balak how to make the people of Israel
sin. They sinned by eating food offered to idols and by
committing sexual sins. 15 It is the same in your group.
You have people who follow the teaching of the
Nicolaitans. 16 So change your hearts! If you don’t
change, I will come to you quickly and fight against
these people with the sword that comes out of my
mouth. (Revelation 2:14-16)
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Persecution
Both churches were in a hostile environment and neither was willing to
give up.
In Smyrna the Jews were specially numerous and influential which had
serious consequences for the Christians there. It is clear that in Smyrna they
were specially hostile to the Christian Church, no doubt because it was
from them and from those interested in Judaism that Christianity drew
many of its converts. The martyrdom of Polycarp exemplifies this. He was
burnt to death at the time of the public games. It is said the crowds came
flocking with faggots from the workshops and from the baths, and the
Jews, even though they were breaking the Sabbath law by carrying such
burdens, were foremost in bringing wood (faggots) for the fire.

Pergamum was one of the great religious centres. In particular it had two
famous shrines. In the letter Pergamum is said to be the place where
"Satan's seat" is. Obviously this must refer to something which the
Christian Church regarded as particularly evil. Some have found the
reference explained in Pergamum's religious splendour. Pergamum
regarded itself as the custodian of the Greek way of life and of the Greek
worship. Pergamum was particularly connected with the worship of
Asclepios, so much so that Asclepios was known as "the Pergamene god."
Asclepios was the god of healing and his temples were the nearest approach
to hospitals in the ancient world. From all over the world people flocked to
Pergamum for relief for their sicknesses.
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Here are a few things we can learn about faithfulness
and faith:
a) When faithfulness is most difficult it is most
necessary. (anon)
b) Faith is demonstrated by Christians who refuse to
accept failure as final. (anon)
c) Faithfulness in little things is a big thing.
(Chrysostom)
d) Faith enables us to rejoice in the Lord so that our
infirmities become platforms for the display of his
grace. (C. H. Spurgeon)
e) Faith is not the absence of doubt rather it is the
means to overcome doubt.
Perseverance
A British church leader
shared a platform in
China with local church
leaders. At the end of the
service they asked him if
they can pray for him and
the suffering church in
Britain. He tried to
explain that the church in
Britain wasn't suffering
but had an amazing
freedom. They then explained; When we pray people
are healed, when we preach people are saved, when
we teach the church is strengthened. The church in
Britain is the suffering church. He let them pray for
him!
There are many different expressions of persecution
and suffering. The important thing is our response to
adversity. We should remember that as the night
brings out the stars so adversity brings forth the
reality of our faith.
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When we persevere in the truth we demonstrate faithfulness and take our
stand against false belief systems and doctrines, in fact anything that does
not affirm the supremacy of Jesus Christ and our duty of love.

Power
This hostile environment made the two churches turn inward, accept false
teaching and dogma. In Smyrna, it seems obvious that John saw the Jews as
trying to re-introduce the legalism of hypocrisy again; saying "But they are
not true Jews" (verse 9). An obedience of the law that could save no one
and relied upon self.(see 2 Corinthians 3:5-8)
When the letter to Pergamum says, "eating food offered to idols and by
committing sexual sins" (verse14), what is meant is the practice of worship
in the Greek lifestyle of many gods. They lived in a place where the Greek
lifestyle was exalted and promoted. Remember, a good Greek man,
according to Demosthenes, would say "We keep prostitutes for pleasure; we
keep mistresses for the day-to-day needs of the body; we keep wives to be
the mothers of our children and guardians of our home." With such
practices considered normal to the culture fidelity was a completely new
concept.
This is why Christians of the day
needed 'won't' power as well as 'will'
power.
Faithfulness to God is an expression
of our love for God and a
demonstration of all that we owe him
as we serve the good news which
reveals God's love for mankind. We
must understand that to walk away
from the problem is to distance
ourselves from the promised reward.
Continued on page 14
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In both letters there is a reward for faithfulness;
these are expressed in picture language which may
be difficult for us to understand but obvious to the
readers.
1, Be faithful, even to the point of death, and I will
give you life as your victor’s crown. (in verse 10).
We must understand the idea behind this word
crown (stephanos). In Greek there are two words for
crown, diadema, which means the royal crown, and
stephanos, which has usually something to do with
joy and victory. It is not the royal crown which is
being offered to the Christian; it is the crown of joy
and victory.
Smyrna had games which were famous all over
Asia. As in the Olympic Games, the reward of the
victorious athlete was the laurel crown. The
Christian can win the crown of victory in the contest
of life; while some scholars have seen in this crown
a reference to the halo or the nimbus which is round
the head of divine beings in pictures. If that is so, it
means that the Christian, if he is faithful, will be
crowned with the life which belongs to God himself.
As John said: "We shall be like him, for we shall see
him as he is" (1 John 3:2).
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CAN YOU FIND
THE EASTER
EGGS?

SPRING CLEAN
Saturday 6th April

10am - 12pm
Please come
along and help

Please speak to Flora for more information and
to sign up to help!
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April meetings
Noah’s Ark Baby & Toddler Group
Thursday mornings during term time
9.30am - 11.15am : Cost £1 per family

Camera Club

Friendship
Club

Camera
Club

Everyone Welcome

When : Fridays 10-12pm
Where : Watton
Pentecostal Church

Watton
Pentecostal
Church on
Thursday
4th April at
8pm

Monday 10.15am 8th March
Watton Pentecostal Church
Working in partnership with
14

Meetings & Events

1. Pray for Youth Alpha which is running every Monday evening
2. Pray for all our MP’s in the House of Commons that they will
have wisdom in decisions.
3. Pray for our church’s four Homegroups.

SPRING CLEAN
Saturday 6th April

10am - 12pm
Please come along and help

Please speak to Flora for more information and to
sign up to help!
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2, I will also give each one a white stone that has a new name written on
it
(in verse 17). R. H. Charles has said that in the Revelation "white is the
colour and livery of heaven." The word used does not describe a dull,
flat whiteness but one which glistens like snow in the winter sun. So in
the Revelation we find white garments (Revelation 3:5); white robes
(Revelation 7:9); white linen (Revelation 19:8; Revelation 19:14); and
the great white throne of God himself (Revelation 20:1) . White, then, is
heaven's colour.
There are two Greek words for new, 'neos' which means new in a point
of time. A thing can be neos but be exactly like any number of things.
There is also, 'kainos,' which is new not only in point of time but also in
point of quality; nothing like it has ever been made before.
It has been suggested that the white stone represented the person
themselves, that the risen Christ is promising his faithful ones a new self,
cleansed of all earthly stains and glistening with the purity of heaven.
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WEEK 3 - JESUS IS LOOKING FOR INTEGRITY
AND VIGILANCE IN HIS CHURCH
Here we have two churches who respond to the
prevailing culture in different ways. If we look at
each church and then what we can learn from them
today.
Thyatira church (Revelation 2:18-29)
The longest of the seven letters is written to the least
important of the seven cities. Nonetheless, the
problem which faced Thyatira and the danger which
threatened it were those which were universal with
Christians in Asia.
It was not a centre of either Caesar or of Greek
worship. The only notable thing about Thyatira from
the religious point of view was that it possessed a
fortune-telling shrine, presided over by a female
oracle called the Sambathe. Certainly no threat of
persecution hung over the Thyatiran Church.

We know less about Thyatira than about any other
of the seven cities. However the one thing we do
know is that it was a great commercial centre,
specially of the dyeing industry and of the trade in
woollen goods. It was from Thyatira that Lydia, the
seller of purple, came. From inscriptions discovered
we learn that it had an extraordinary number of
17
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trade guilds. These were associations for mutual profit
and pleasure of people employed in certain trades.
There were guilds of workers in wool, leather, linen
and bronze, makers of outer garments, dyers, potters,
bakers and slave-dealers
Here, we think, was the problem of the Church in
Thyatira. To refuse to join one of these guilds would
mean to give up all prospect of commercial existence.
Why should a Christian not join one of these guilds?
They held common meals. These would very often be
held in a temple and even if not, they would begin and
end with a formal sacrifice to the gods. Further, it often
happened that these communal meals were occasions of
drunken revelry and slack morality. Was it possible for
a Christian to be part of such occasions?

Here was the problem at Thyatira; the threat came from
inside the Church. There was a strong movement, led
by the woman addressed as Jezebel, which pled for
compromise with the world's standards in the interests
of business and commercial prosperity, maintaining, no
doubt, that the Holy Spirit could preserve them from
any harm. The answer of the Risen Christ is
unequivocal. With such things the Christian must have
nothing to do.
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Sardis church (Revelation 3:1-6)
The history helps us to understand the problems that the church in Sardis
faced
Croesus King of Lydia invaded the lands of Cyrus King of Persia. He
engaged in battle and was routed. He was not in the least worried, for he
thought that all he had to do was to retire to the impregnable citadel of
Sardis, recuperate and fight again. Cyrus initiated the siege of Sardis, waited
for fourteen days, then offered a special reward to anyone who would find
an entry into the city.
The rock on which Sardis
was built was friable,
more like close packed
dried mud than rock. The
nature of the rock meant
that it developed cracks.
A certain Mardian soldier
called Hyeroeades had
seen a Sardian soldier
accidentally drop his
helmet over the
battlements, and then
make his way down the precipice to retrieve it. Hyeroeades knew that
there must be a crack in the rock there by means of which an agile man
could climb up. That night he led a party of Persian troops up by the fault
in the rock. When they reached the top they found the battlements
completely unguarded.
The Sardians had thought themselves too safe to need a guard and slept;
and so Sardis fell. A city with a history like that knew what the Risen
Christ was talking about when he said: "Wake up!"
The Church in Sardis was complacent and careless. Jesus says to them "I
have found your deeds unfinished in the sight of my God." The idea here
is that they maintained a facade of religion, while their conduct denies its
validity.
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Today's church
The church of the 21st century needs to haveiIntegrity
(the quality or condition of being whole or undivided
in adherence to moral principles; honesty) and
vigilance (the state or quality of paying close and
continuous attention; watchfulness).
Many people call themselves Christians because they
go to church, read their bible and say their prayers. But
this is not enough, the work in them is unfinished.
Jesus says you must be born again. Lip service is not
enough, it is sincere wholehearted service of love that
is required.
If we watch the TV news we see violence, prejudice,
discourtesy; we see addiction to many things from
mobile phones to legal highs, along with addiction to
alcohol and gambling. The Christian can easily
become complicit in such things, blindly going along
believing that God will protect them. We all need to be
self aware (awake to our own inadequacies) and
faithful and genuine before God to avoid this trap.
To keep each other awake and fit the church should
draw a line; above it writing what they would like to
see in their group or church and below the line what
they would not like to see. Then give those around us
permission to say "that's below the line" when we act
in a way that is unbecoming as a Christian.

Above
Below
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WEEK 4- JESUS IS LOOKING FOR A PASSIONATE
CHURCH
"Whoever has ears, let them hear what the
Spirit says to the churches." (rev 3:13 & 22)
Here we have the reaction of two churches; one
experiences natural disasters, the other natural blessing
and prosperity. From their experiences it is easy to see
that Jesus is looking for a passionate church, however,
passion without purpose is a pitiful road; and passion
and purpose without praise is simply an ego trip.

Philadelphia a church of praise
In AD17 Philadelphia experienced an earthquake that
was described as the greatest earthquake in human
history. Often when a great earthquake comes, people
meet it with courage and self-possession, but ever
recurring minor shocks drive them to sheer panic. That
is what happened in Philadelphia. Strabo describes the
scene. Shocks were an everyday occurrence. Most of
the population lived outside the city in huts and feared
even to go on the city streets lest they should be killed
by failing masonry. Those who still dared to live in the
city were reckoned mad; they spent their time shoring
up the shaking buildings and every now and then
fleeing to the open spaces for safety. These terrible
days in Philadelphia were never wholly forgotten, and
people in it ever waited subconsciously for the
ominous tremors of the ground, ready to flee for their
lives to the open spaces. People in Philadelphia well
knew what security lay in a promise that " Never again
will they leave it"(verse 12).
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Now to the letter; remember there is much picture language here and we need
to see beyond the words to grasp the picture.
I will also write on them my new name (verse 12)
The people of Philadelphia knew all about taking a new name. When the
earthquake devastated their city and Tiberius, the Emperor, dealt kindly with
them, remitting taxation and making a generous gift to rebuild it, they in their
gratitude, called the city Neocaesarea, the New City of Caesar, and later when
Vespasian was kind to them, they called it Flavia, for that was the family
name of Vespasian. Jesus Christ will mark his faithful ones with his new
name: what that name was we need not even speculate, for no man knows it
(Revelation 19:12), but in the time to come, when Christ has conquered all,
his faithful ones will bear the badge which shows that they are his and share
his triumph.

who holds the key of David (verse 7)
We may first note that the key is the symbol of authority. Here is the picture
of Jesus Christ as the one who has the final authority which no one can
question.
Behind this there is an Old Testament picture. Hezekiah had a faithful
steward called Eliakim, who was over all his house and who alone could
admit to the presence of the king. Isaiah heard God say of this faithful
Eliakim: "and I will place on his shoulder the key of the house of David; he
shall open, and none shall shut; and he shall shut, and none shall open"
(Isaiah 22:22). It is this picture which is in John's mind. Jesus alone has
authority to admit to the new Jerusalem, the new city of David. As the Te
Deum has it: "Thou didst open the kingdom of Heaven to all believers." He
is the new and living way into the presence of God.
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In later days it became a very great city. When the Turks
and Mohammedanism flooded across Asia Minor and
every other town had fallen, Philadelphia stood erect.
For centuries it was a free Greek Christian city amidst a
pagan people. It was the last bastion of Asian
Christianity. It was not till midway through the
fourteenth century that it fell; and there was in the 20th
century a Christian bishop and a thousand Christians in
it. With the exception of Smyrna the other Churches are
in ruins but Philadelphia held aloft the banner of the
Christian faith.
Laodicea a lukewarm church
A lukewarm church is a church that has placed its trust and
its future somewhere other than the supremacy of Jesus
Christ.
But you do not realize that you are wretched, pitiful, poor,
blind and naked.(Verse17)
The tragedy of Laodicea was that it was convinced of its
own wealth and blind to its own poverty. Humanly
speaking, anyone would say that there was not a more
prosperous town in Asia Minor. Spiritually speaking, Jesus
declares that there was not a more poverty-stricken
community. Laodicea prided itself on three things; and
each is taken in turn and shown at its true value.
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1) It prided itself on its financial wealth. It was rich and had acquired wealth
and had need of nothing--so it thought. Jesus advises Laodicea to buy gold
refined in the fire. It may be that gold tried in the fire stands for faith for it is
thus that Peter describes faith (1 Peter 1:7). Wealth can do much but there are
things that it can never do. It cannot buy happiness nor give a man health either
of body or of mind; it cannot bring comfort in sorrow nor fellowship in
loneliness. If all that a man has to meet life with is wealth, he is poor indeed.
But if a man has a faith tried and refined in the crucible of experience, there is
nothing which he cannot face; and he is rich indeed.
2) Laodicea prided itself on its clothing
trade. The garments made there were
famous over all the world, and the wool
of the sheep of Laodicea was a luxury
article which all men knew, but, says
Jesus, Laodicea is spiritually naked; if it
wants really to be clothed it must come
to him. The Jesus speaks of "the shame
of the nakedness of Laodicea."

3) Laodicea prided itself on its famous
eye-salve; but the facts of the case show
that it was blind to its own poverty and
nakedness. Trench says: "The beginning
of all true amendment is to see ourselves
as we are." All eye-salves in the ancient
world caused the eyes to smart at their
first application, and Laodicea had no
wish to see itself as it was.

Now let us look at the two churches together, the lesson we can learn from
them, remembering that Jesus is looking for passion in his church.
24

Passion
When we say Jesus is looking for passion in the church,
we must recognise that the word passion is used in many
ways. There is the passion of Christ, his suffering on the
cross; a Greek word often used for suffering. The passion
we speak of is more akin to zeal, in fact, when Jesus
cleared the Temple Courts, his actions made the disciples
remember the words of David 'Zeal for your house will
consume me' (John 2:17 & Psalm 69:9)

Therefore, we describe the passion Jesus is looking for
as; compelling emotion or feeling, a strong fondness
enthusiasm or desire for something or someone.
As a church we can say we have passion:
A passion to see people find Christ.
A passion to see people grow in Christ and in the
fellowship of his church.
A passion to see people develop in their gifting to the
glory of God the Father.
The thing is passion needs a plan to be productive. This
kind of passion is the driving force of change, growth and
fulfilment in the church.
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Purpose
If we know the object toward which we strive or the aim or the goal,
we must know where we are starting from to know the direction we
must take. Laodicea had a false picture of itself as a church and as
individuals. Their pride and self-righteousness told them they were
spiritually rich, they were clothed with purity, they believed they had
spiritual vision. But they were poor, naked and blind.

Today we would say they had a lack of self awareness or they were
emotionally illiterate. Yet this is an easy mistake to make. Remember
the story of the British Church leader who shared a platform in China
with local church leaders. At the end of the service they asked him if
they can pray for him and the suffering church in Britain. He tried to
explain that the church in Britain wasn't suffering but had an amazing
freedom. They then explained; When we pray people are healed, when
we preach people are saved, when we teach the church is strengthened.
The church in Britain is the suffering church. He let them pray for him!
If you know where you are and where you want to be you can begin to
grow and develop. The first step into change can be difficult or
impossible without passion but with passion you can complete the
journey and reach the purpose.
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Praise
By praise we mean to exalt, extol, glorify, laud, proclaim God and his
goodness towards us. If we forget to praise God for what he has done we
fall into the Laodicean trap. The word Laodicean means half-hearted or
indifferent, especially with respect to religion or politics.
It is good to be self-aware but it is also important to be God-aware. Let us
be like the church in Philadelphia who held high their banner of praise and
thanksgiving, faith and worship. When we fulfil our God-given passion, it
enables us to reach our God-given purpose, let us pour out praise to Jesus
the Son of God, who found us and healed us. Now we say along with John
Newton:
Amazing Grace!
How sweet the sound. That saved a wretch like me.
I once was lost but now am found, Was blind but now I see
Thanks Jesus it was all down to you.
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APRIL SUNDAY SERVICES
LETTERS TO THE
CHURCHES
7th April 9.30am
10.30am
14th April 9.30am
10.30am
19th April 11am
21st April 9.30am
10.30am
28th April 9.30am
10.30am

Prayer meeting
Easter Family Service
Prayer Meeting
‘Jesus is looking for
faithfulness in His Church’
Good Friday Communion
Service
Prayer Meeting
‘Jesus is looking for
Integrity and Vigilance in
His Church’
Prayer Meeting
‘Jesus is Looking for a
Passionate Church’

FLOS, our children’s
group, meets during
the service

For more information contact Rev Nick Nundy:
Tel: 01953 880922 email: nick.nundy@watton.org
Watton Pentecostal Church is part of
River Ministries (Norfolk)
Registered Charity number 1160192.
A member of Evangelical Alliance

